Between the two thematic sessions, there will be a possibility to attend side-events, to organize formal and informal bilateral meetings between cities in the Mayor’s Hall or to relate with the media at the Press Room.

### SUSTAINABLE DIETS AND NUTRITION

**City:** Ana Carolina Latorraca, Dep. Secretary for Economic Development and Employment, Sao Paulo, Brazil  
**Expert:** Corinna Hawkes, Director of Food Policy Centre, University of London

- How can we ensure healthy food access for all?
- #malnutrition #health #information #education #inequality

### FOOD WASTE

**City:** Asher Craig, Deputy Mayor of Bristol, United Kingdom  
**Expert:** Clementine Schouteden - Head of Cities and Circular Economy for Food of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation

- How can we raise awareness to effectively reduce food waste and losses and encourage food recovery and circular economy practices?
- #circular economy #recycling #education #sensitization #foodwaste #energy #biomass

### GOVERNANCE

**City:** Commissioner Saubhrah Ram, City of Pune, India (TBC)  
**Councilor:** Hamilton, City of Birmingham, United Kingdom (TBC)  
**Expert:** Justin Varney, National Strategic Advisor on Health, Birmingham City Council (TBC)

- How to build an inclusive food policy that engages institutions, the private sector and civil society organizations?
- #production #infrastructure #supply #transformation #distribution #cooperatives #traceability #foodchain

### FOOD SECURITY AND RESILIENCE

**City:** Barbara Emmanuel, Manager of Toronto Food Strategy, Toronto, Canada  
**Expert:** Peter Reuversbergen, Wageningen Economic Research

- How can we ensure food security even in challenging environments?
- How can we build inclusive social initiatives aiming at ensuring food access for all?
- #foodsecurity #hazards #resilience #communities #inequality #poverty #solidarity

### TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEM

10 minutes: Mayor’s or city representative intervention / 10 minutes: Expert’s intervention / 30 minutes: Discussions per table / 10 minutes: Rapporteur’s summary

### SIDE EVENTS

- **GAIN, RUAF Foundation and MUPPP**
  - A menu of actions to shape urban food environments for improved nutrition

- **WUR - Wageningen University & Research, The Netherlands**
  - Tools to rank cities on risk exposure of their food systems